BOOK 64:
Counter the European Union’s labeling goods produced in historical Israel: Yehudah Shomron Golan Old City of Jerusalem-
INSTITUTE A WORLD WIDE PROMOTION TO BUY ONLY PRODUCE FROM HISTORICAL ISRAEL
TRIPPLE THE ECONOMYOF ISRAEL moshe siselsender
Unmasking european union = read name like Hebrew is read from right to left

[eur]Rah = Evil

Split the word European into two = euro pean

pean =

p and b interchange

pean = bean = son [ translated from Hebrew to English]

union = nion = Nun
Son of Nun is Evil
[translated from Hebrew to English]
Son of Nun = Evil

The Book of Joshua in the Bible relates that Joshua, the son of Nun, replaced Moses after he died as the leader of the Jews. Joshua led the Jews and delivered God’s promise to give the Jews all of historical Israel.
The European Union defies God and the Bible. They declare that historical Israel: Yehudah Shomron Golan Old City of Jerusalem are not Israel. They are “Palestine”. The European Union in effect want to void and destroy what God declared. They in effect declare war on God like the ancient people built a tower in Babylon 4500 year
to declare void the Words of God.

The European Union is a resurrection of 4000 year old people who built the Babylon Tower. They wanted to build a tower to heaven to wage war against God. All these ancient people had their individual languages and formed a "European Union" with one
common language and a common bond to twist language:

Evil = good

Good = evil

Original Orwillians.

God confounded them by having them forget their common language and remember only their own language and own interests.
When one of them was standing on the ground and shouted to one on the ladder “do you need additional bricks?”

The one on top of the ladder understood the words to mean “throw the brick on my head”

He threw the brick, killing the one on the ground. The ones on the ground then killed the one on the ladder.
Turkey today shot down a Russian jet who invaded their air space in Syria. They killed the Russian pilot.

Russia retaliated by declaring an embargo against Turkey.

This flat monster that has no soldiers no tanks no airplanes no navy no money no nothing—is the reincarnation of the 2000 year European butcher who slaughtered billions as I have minutely described in all my previous books.

This non entity only comes alive if the target recognizes it. If the target ignores it, it will remain one sided-flat.
THE TARGET GIVES IT THE THIRD DIMENSION.

ISRAEL SHOULD IGNORE THE air[eur]pea [pean] onion [union] Israel under no condition should have any business with this non entity. Israel should treat all representatives of this non entity as non entities. Israel should talk only to the individual countries in Europe.
They should avoid this non entity like the plague. This will cut down to size the ugly heads of this 21\textsuperscript{st} century reincarnation of the 4000 year old people of the Tower of Babylon who confronted God.

This non entity should be exposed as such; so the world knows who they really are. The world will eventually treat them the same as Israel.
Those who deny Jews historical Israel- YEHUDA SHOMRON GOLAN OLD CITY OF JERUSALEM are all non entities.

THEY WILL ALL MEET THEIR END AND SELF DESTRUCT AT THE HANDS OF THE NON EXISTING PALESTINIANS WHOM THEY CREATED TO REPLACE THE JEWS IN HISTORICAL ISRAEL. THEY ARE AN OTHER
FACE OF ANTI-SEMITIC REPLACEMENT THEOLOGY THAT GAVE BIRTH TO THE NAZIS WHO KILLED 6 MILLION JEWS AND 1 MILLION JEWISH CHILDREN AND 100 MILLION NON JEWS 1933-1945.

THE Europeans KILLED BILLIONS OF NON JEWS IN THE LAST 2000 YEARS.

ALL Palestinians should be shipped to Syria. FROM THERE
THEM WILL IMMIGRATE TO EUROPE AND SHOW THE EUROPEANS THEIR GRATITUDE BY STABBING THEM CAR RAMMING THEM STONING THEM THROWING MOLOTOV COCKTAILS AND SHOOTING THEM.

THE EUROPEANS WILL DO TO THEM WHAT THE JEWS SHOULD HAVE DONE BUT
WERE SHACKLED BY THE EUROPEANS.

THE EUROPEANS WILL KILL ALL OF THEM.

IN THAT WAY WE WILL KILL 2 BIRDS WITH ONE STONE.
-THOSE WHO PREPARE A NOOSE FOR THE JEW WILL SWING -THEMSELVES.
THE EUROPEANS WILL ALL HANG TOGETHER WITH THEIR BASTARDS—THE PALESTINIANS—WHOM THEY CREATED.

WHAT THEY SCHEMED TO CHANGE THE NAME OF “YEHUDAH SHOMRON”—TO THE “WEST BANK” AND DECLARE JEWISH SETTLEMENTS ILLEGAL WILL HAUNT THEM TO THEIR LAST DAY.
ALL EUROPE “THE WEST” WILL BE DECLARED THE “WEST BANK” ILLEGAL FOR NON MUSLIMS TO LIVE THERE.

WHAT GOES AROUND- WHAT YOU DISH OUT COMES AROUND - TO HIT YOU
WHEN YOU THROW
AT A FAN
IT WILL SPLASH YOU.
WHAT GOES AROUND-
WHAT YOU DISH OUT
COMES AROUND -
TO HIT YOU
WHEN YOU THROW
AT A FAN
IT WILL SPLASH YOU.

What are the friends of Israel
to do in addition to gnaw their
teeth at the labeling and
boycott of historical Israel produce?

I MAINTAIN THAT THE LABELING IS A VERY GOOD THING.

LET ALL FRIENDS OF ISRAEL WHO HATE THE RESURRECTED 2000 YEAR European butcher follow and search for the labeled produce of historical Israel.
Let all of us buy buy buy only produce from HISTORICAL ISREAL.

LET US FORM COMPANIES TO SHIP HISTORICAL PRODUCE TGO THE 4 CORNERS OF THE EARTH.

JEWS TODAY ARE THREATENED BY THE EUROPEAN BUTCHERS OF EXTINCTION. 1934-1944 IS BACK. THE MEDIUM THE
AGENT WAS HITLER AND THE NAZIS. 1933-1945.


JEWS AND FRIENDS OF THE JEWS CAN DO A LOT TO DEFEAT THIS EUROPEAN AND ARAB TERRORIST VERMIN.
BUY BUY BUY HISTORICAL ISRAEL PRODUCE.
BUY BUY BUY HISTORICAL ISRAEL PRODUCE
BUY BUY BUY HISTORICAL ISRAEL PRODUCE.

GOD HELPS THOSE WHO HELP THEMSELVES